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Abstract

We report on experiments in automatic text
simplification (ATS) for German with multiple
simplification levels along the Common Euro-
pean Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR), simplifying standard German into lev-
els A1, A2 and B1. For that purpose, we inves-
tigate the use of source labels and pretraining
on standard German, allowing us to simplify
standard language to a specific CEFR level.
We show that these approaches are especially
effective in low-resource scenarios, where we
are able to outperform a standard transformer
baseline. Moreover, we introduce copy labels,
which we show can help the model make a dis-
tinction between sentences that require further
modifications and sentences that can be copied
as-is.

1 Introduction

Simplified language is a variety of standard lan-
guage characterized by reduced lexical and syn-
tactic complexity, the addition of explanations for
difficult concepts, and clearly structured layout.1

Among the target groups of simplified language
are people with cognitive impairment and autism
spectrum disorder, prelingually deaf and function-
ally illiterate people, and sometimes also foreign
language learners and children (Bredel and Maaß,
2016).

Automatic text simplification (ATS), the process
of automatically producing a simplified version
of a standard-language text, was initiated in the
late 1990s (Carroll et al., 1998; Chandrasekar et al.,
1996) and has since then been approached by means
of rule-based and statistical approaches. As part
of the rule-based paradigm, the operations carried
out typically include replacing complex lexical and

1The term plain language is avoided here, as it refers to a
specific level of simplification. Simplified language subsumes
all efforts of reducing the complexity of a text.

syntactic units by simpler ones. The statistical
paradigm so far has mainly conceptualized the sim-
plification task as a case of monolingual (sentence-
based) machine translation (MT), i.e., as one of con-
verting standard-language into simplified-language
sentences using MT techniques (Specia, 2010).
However, while in bilingual parallel texts used for
MT, the relation between source and target sen-
tences is mostly 1:1, ATS usually requires n:m
alignments with unaligned parts in-between.

ATS research has been documented for English
(Zhu et al., 2010), Spanish (Saggion et al., 2015),
Portuguese (Aluisio and Gasperin, 2010), French
(Brouwers et al., 2014), Italian (Barlacchi and
Tonelli, 2013), and other languages. Research on
German is still sparse but has gained momentum
in recent years due to a number of legal and polit-
ical developments in German-speaking countries,
such as the introduction of a set of regulations for
accessible information technology (Barrierefreie-
Informationstechnik-Verordnung, BITV 2.0) in Ger-
many, the approval of rules for accessible informa-
tion and communication (Barrierefreie Information
und Kommunikation, BIK) in Austria, and the rat-
ification of the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UN CRPD) in
Switzerland.

In this paper, we report on work in automatic
simplification of standard German into three sep-
arate simplification levels (A1, A2, B1) using a
sentence-based MT approach. We show that the
use of source-side labels indicating the targeted
level of simplification benefited performance. Fur-
thermore, pretraining the encoder and decoder on
standard German also improved the performance
of the ATS models. In our experiments, we noticed
that MT models have a tendency to copy the source
segments. While copies are sometimes desirable,
we want to avoid this in cases where the original
segment could benefit from further simplification.
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We show that the use of special copy labels at train-
ing time can positively influence such behavior.

In particular, the contributions of the paper at
hand are the following:

• We demonstrate the use of source-side Com-
mon European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR) (Council of Europe, 2009)
labels and a fine-tuning approach to boost text
simplification performance for certain CEFR
levels.

• We investigate the use of source-side copy
labels to reduce the copying behaviour of
text simplification models in situations where
copying is not desirable.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows: Section 2 describes existing datasets for text
simplification for a variety of languages as well as
established approaches to ATS. Section 3 describes
our approach to multi-level text simplification for
German. We discuss our experiments in Section 4
and conclude in Section 5 with further thoughts on
improving ATS for German and current challenges
to overcome.

2 Previous Work: Automatic Text
Simplification

2.1 Data

ATS with sentence-based MT models relies on
pairs of standard-language/simplified-language
texts aligned at the sentence level. A number
of parallel corpora have been created to this end.
Gasperin et al. (2010) compiled the PorSimples
Corpus consisting of Brazilian Portuguese texts
(2,116 sentences), each with two different levels
of simplifications (“natural” and “strong”), result-
ing in around 4,500 aligned sentences. Bott and
Saggion (2012) produced the Simplext Corpus con-
sisting of 200 Spanish/simplified Spanish docu-
ment pairs, amounting to a total of 1,149 (Spanish)
and 1,808 (simplified Spanish) sentences (approxi-
mately 1,000 aligned sentences).

A large parallel corpus for ATS is the Par-
allel Wikipedia Simplification Corpus (PWKP)
compiled from parallel articles of the English
Wikipedia and the Simple English Wikipedia (Zhu
et al., 2010), consisting of about 108,000 sentence
pairs. Application of the corpus has been subject to
criticism for various reasons (Štajner et al., 2018);
the most important among these is the fact that

Simple English Wikipedia articles are often not
translations of articles from the English Wikipedia.
Hwang et al. (2015) provided an updated version
of the corpus that includes a total of 280,000 full
and partial matches between the two Wikipedia
versions.

Another frequently used data collection, avail-
able for English and Spanish, is the Newsela Cor-
pus (Xu et al., 2015) consisting of 1,130 news arti-
cles, each simplified into four school grade levels
by professional editors.

Klaper et al. (2013) created the first parallel
corpus for German/simplified German, consisting
of 256 texts each (approximately 70,000 tokens)
downloaded from the Web. More recently, Battisti
et al. (2020) extended the corpus with more parallel
data, additional monolingual-only data (in simpli-
fied German), and new information on text struc-
ture (e.g., paragraphs, lines), typography (e.g., font
type, font style), and images (content, position, and
dimensions).2 The corpus is compiled from Web
sources in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. The
sources mostly represent websites of governments,
specialized institutions, and non-profit organiza-
tions. The documents cover a wide range of topics,
such as politics (e.g., instructions for voting), health
(e.g., what to do in case of pregnancy), and culture
(e.g., introduction to art museums). The corpus
contains 6,217 documents (5,461 monolingual doc-
uments plus 378 documents for each side of the
parallel data). The vocabulary of the simplified
German texts is smaller than that of the German
texts by 51% (33,384 vs. 16,352 types), which is
comparable to the rate of reduction reported for the
Newsela Corpus (50.8%).

Säuberli et al. (2020) introduced a corpus of
news items from the Austria Press Agency (Austria
Presse Agentur, APA). At APA, four to six news
items per day are manually simplified into two
language levels, B1 and A2, following guidelines
by capito, the largest provider of simplification
services (translations and translators’ training) in
Austria, Germany, and Switzerland.3 These news

2The importance of the latter type of information has been
stressed repeatedly, e.g. for automatic readability assessment
(Arfé et al., 2018; Bock, 2018; Bredel and Maaß, 2016).

3https://www.capito.eu/. capito distinguishes
between three levels along the CEFR: A1, A2, and B1. Each
level is linguistically operationalized, i.e., specified with re-
spect to linguistic constructions permitted or not permitted at
the respective level. Note that while the CEFR was designed
to measure foreign language skills, with simplified language,
it is partly applied in the context of first-language acquisition
(Bredel and Maaß, 2016).

https://www.capito.eu/
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items cover the topics of politics, economy, culture,
and sports.

A number of tools exist for sentence align-
ment of parallel documents in the context of
sentence simplification; among them are CATS
(Štajner et al., 2018), MASSAlign (Paetzold et al.,
2017), and LHA (Nikolov and Hahnloser, 2019).
Spring et al. (2021) evaluated these alignment meth-
ods for German text simplification, together with
SBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2020) and Ve-
calign (Thompson and Koehn, 2019). Both of the
latter tools were originally designed in the con-
text of multilingual alignment. Evaluation against
a human-created gold standard showed that LHA
yielded the most accurate sentence alignments.

2.2 Approaches

Specia (2010) introduced statistical machine trans-
lation (SMT) to the ATS task, using data from
a small parallel corpus (roughly 4,500 parallel
sentences) for Portuguese. Coster and Kauchak
(2011) used the PWKP Corpus in its original form
(cf. Section 2.1) to train an MT system. Xu et al.
(2016) performed syntax-based MT on the En-
glish/simplified English part of the Newsela Corpus
(cf. Section 2.1).

Nisioi et al. (2017) pioneered neural machine
translation (NMT) models for ATS, performing
experiments with LSTMs on both the Wikipedia
dataset of Hwang et al. (2015) and the Newsela Cor-
pus for English, with automatic alignments derived
from CATS (cf. Section 2.1).

More recent contributions to ATS include ex-
plicit edit operation modeling (Dong et al., 2019),
graded simplification (Nishihara et al., 2019),
weakly supervised (Palmero Aprosio et al., 2019),
and unsupervised approaches (Surya et al., 2019;
Kumar et al., 2020).

Suter et al. (2016) introduced a rule-based ATS
system for German. Their rules are based on lin-
guistically motivated guidelines and their simpli-
fication system yielded outputs with a syntactic
complexity comparable to a human translation.

Battisti et al. (2020) presented an approach to
German ATS using recurrent neural networks with
attention and incorporated back-translation (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016) to generate additional synthetic
training data from the monolingual part of their
corpus.

Säuberli et al. (2020) presented the first approach
to ATS for German using (sentence-based) NMT

models. As data, they used the APA Corpus intro-
duced in Section 2.1, amounting to approximately
3,500 sentence pairs.

Other contributions that are relevant to our work
originate from the field of MT. Source-side labels
have previously been employed in a variety of tasks
such as domain adaption (Kobus et al., 2017), multi-
lingual translation (Johnson et al., 2017), and to im-
prove training with back-translated data (Caswell
et al., 2019).

2.3 Evaluation
The most commonly applied automatic evaluation
metrics for text simplification are BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) and SARI (Xu et al., 2016). BLEU, the
de-facto standard for automatic evaluation of MT,
computes token n-gram overlap between a hypoth-
esis and one or multiple references. A shortcoming
of BLEU with respect to ATS is that it does not
punish hypotheses that are identical to the input.
In contrast, SARI was introduced specifically for
ATS and is designed to punish excessive copying
behaviour. SARI considers the input and rewards
tokens in the hypothesis that do not occur in the in-
put but in one of the references (addition), as well
as tokens in the input that are correctly retained
(copying) or removed (deletion) in the hypothesis.4

Table 1 displays scores for previous sentence-
level ATS systems for different languages.

3 Text Simplification Along CEFR Levels
for German

3.1 Data
The data used for the experiments reported in this
paper consists of two collections:

The first part comprises an expanded version of
the Austria Press Agency (Austria Presse Agentur,
APA) corpus described by Säuberli et al. (2020)
(cf. Section 2.1). Our updated version of this cor-
pus consists of standard-language news items with
their corresponding simplifications between Au-
gust 2018 and April 2021. We extracted simplified
German documents along with their standard Ger-
man counterparts. This extraction yielded 2,410
document pairs for B1 and 2,347 for A2. As human
text simplification work at the APA is ongoing, this
corpus is expected to grow with time.

The second part of our data consists of the capito
corpus. As a provider of simplification services,

4A copy or deletion is considered correct if the token is
copied or deleted in at least one of the references.
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Author(s) Language Approach Scores

Specia (2010) Portuguese SMT 60.75 BLEU

Coster and Kauchak (2011) English SMT 60.46 BLEU

Wubben et al. (2012) PBMT 34.07 SARI (Nisioi et al., 2017)
67.79 BLEU (Nisioi et al., 2017)

Xu et al. (2016) English SBMT 38.59 SARI (Nisioi et al., 2017)
73.62 BLEU (Nisioi et al., 2017)

Nisioi et al. (2017) English NMT 87.50 BLEU

Štajner and Nisioi (2018) English NMT Newsela:
89.49 BLEU
36.48 SARI
PWKP:
84.69 BLEU
35.78 SARI

Säuberli et al. (2020) German NMT 9.75 BLEU
36.88 SARI

Table 1: Automatic evaluation scores for sentence-level ATS systems (PBMT: phrase-based SMT; SBMT: syntax-
based MT).

capito produces a high number of professional sim-
plifications for a variety of documents and text
genres. This includes, but is not limited to, book-
lets, information texts, websites and legal texts,
which are manually simplified into one or more
levels following the capito guidelines. The simpli-
fication levels in this corpus include B1, A2 and
A1. We extracted simplified German documents
along with their standard German counterparts and
metadata. Currently, the corpus contains 1,245 doc-
ument pairs for B1, 1,885 for A2 and 879 for A1,
however, since capito provides ongoing translation
services, the number of documents is constantly
increasing.

3.2 Sentence Alignment

Sentence alignment for ATS includes some phe-
nomena that do not occur in this form in sentence
alignment for translation. Whereas in translation,
the standard case is often a simple 1:1 correspon-
dence, alignment for text simplification can be con-
sidered n:m, meaning that a single alignment can
consist of a varying number of segments on each
side. This is due to phenomena such as sentence
splitting and compression, additional explanations,
as well as the fact that the order of information can
change.

Alignment Dataset # Sentences

OR-B1 APA 10,268
OR-B1 capito 54,224
OR-A2 APA 9,456
OR-A2 capito 136,582
OR-A1 capito 10,952

Table 2: Parallel corpus extracted from the different
datasets and simplification levels (OR: original, i.e.,
complex German).

The results of NMT experiments are highly de-
pendent on the available data. We extracted sen-
tence alignments from our corpora using the LHA
alignment method (Nikolov and Hahnloser, 2019),
which was shown to yield the best results for sim-
plified German (Spring et al., 2021) (cf. Section
2.1). For calculating the alignments, we used the
Sentence Alignment Tools Evaluation Framework
(SATEF),5 which yields n:m alignments, meaning
that a single alignment can consist of a varying
number of segments on each side. We aligned our
documents in the direction from complex to simple.

The number of documents differs considerably
5Code is available from: https://github.com/

kostrzmar/SATEF

https://github.com/kostrzmar/SATEF
https://github.com/kostrzmar/SATEF
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depending on the CEFR level and the dataset, see
Section 3.1. Furthermore, the APA Corpus does
not contain any data for level A1. This manifests it-
self in the number of sentence alignments we were
able to extract on this level. The largest number
of alignments in our parallel corpus are for level
A2, followed by about half as many for level B1.
With 10,952 sentence alignments, A1 is the sim-
plification level with the smallest amount of data
available for model training, see Table 2 for an
overview.

The sentence alignments with LHA on the APA
data are publicly available.6

3.3 Text Simplification

All the models we trained for our experiments
shared the same architecture and hyperparameters.
We trained transformer models (Vaswani et al.,
2017) with five layers, four attention heads, 512
hidden units in the transformer layers, and a feed
forward layer size of 2048. Embedding dropout
and label smoothing were set to 0.3. We used early
stopping according to BLEU on a held-out develop-
ment set with a patience of 10. All models shared a
20k vocabulary between source and target. All our
experiments were carried out in sockeye (Hieber
et al., 2018).

We trained baseline models where we combined
all available training data across all levels. These
models had no explicit method to determine the
desired level of simplification on the target side.

The diverse dataset allowed us to treat text sim-
plification as a number of subtasks, where the
model learns to simplify into different complex-
ity levels, ranging from B1 to A1 according to
the CEFR. To allow a model to make a distinc-
tion between the different levels of simplification,
we used source-side labels indicating the desired
CEFR level of the target segment (<b1>, <a2>,
and <a1>). To better understand the copying be-
havior of our models, we trained our labeled mod-
els in two versions: 1) using a simple source-side
label indicating the target CEFR level and 2) ad-
ditionally using an explicit <copy> label instead
of the CEFR level for all segments where source
and target were identical. Apart from these mod-
ifications to the training data, all model hyperpa-
rameters were identical to the baseline models. We
will refer to these models as “APA+capito multi”
and “APA+capito multi copy”, respectively. Note

6https://zenodo.org/record/5148163

that copying the source segment to the target is not
wrong per se and that there are many cases where
no further modification of a segment is needed, es-
pecially at higher CEFR levels. We hypothesize
that the addition of these copy labels at training
time allows the model to better recognize these
cases even when they are not present at test time.
At test time, all segments were translated with their
CEFR label and no <copy> labels were present.
We observed that training a simplification model
with explicit <copy> labels reduced the number
of untranslated segments where source and refer-
ence are not identical. We treated these types of
copies as undesired.

All experiments previously described were per-
formed in two variations. In the first variation, we
trained the models from scratch on the simplifica-
tion data. The second variation involved pretraining
the encoder and decoder on a DE→EN or EN→DE
translation task, respectively. This was motivated
by the relatively low number of aligned segments
we could use for our parallel training data. We
trained two translation models with the same hy-
perparameters as the simplification models, but we
used separate source and target vocabularies for
encoder and decoder (German only). The paral-
lel DE↔EN data for pretraining the NMT models
(cf. Section 3.3) consisted of Europarl v10, Com-
mon Crawl, News Commentary v15, and the Tilde
Rapid Corpus from WMT20.7 For the simplifi-
cation models, we then initialized the parameters
of the encoder with the encoder parameters of the
DE→EN model. Likewise, we initialized the de-
coder parameters of the simplification models with
the decoder parameters of the EN→DE model.8

The DE→EN, EN→DE and all simplification mod-
els used the same German subword vocabulary. We
then fine-tuned these pretrained models on our text
simplification data. We append the tag “fine-tuned”
to the name of these models.

Finally, for the purpose of reproducibility, we
trained a labeled simplification model on the pub-
licly available APA alignments9 described in Sec-
tion 3.2, referred to as “APA multi”.10

For evaluation, we used a test set that consists of

7http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/
translation-task.html

8The cross-attention heads were initialized randomly.
9See footnote 6.

10Preprocessing and training scripts are avail-
able from: https://github.com/ZurichNLP/
RANLP2021-German-ATS

https://zenodo.org/record/5148163
http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/translation-task.html
http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/translation-task.html
https://github.com/ZurichNLP/RANLP2021-German-ATS
https://github.com/ZurichNLP/RANLP2021-German-ATS
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500 parallel segments per level (A1, A2 and B1),
randomly sampled from the combined corpus. The
“APA multi” model was evaluated on a different test
set, consisting exclusively of APA data.

3.4 Results

Our results can be found in Tables 3 and 4. In
general, the models with target labels for the sim-
plification levels performed better than the baseline
both in terms of BLEU and SARI, with the no-
table exception of BLEU at level A2. Note that
A2 was by far the most common simplification
level in our dataset. The simple labeling approach
of “APA+capito multi” was already effective and
outperformed both baseline models on A1 and
B1. But it was in turn outperformed by its fine-
tuned counterpart “APA+capito multi fine-tuned”
on B1, and by the fine-tuned model with copy
labels, “APA+capito multi copy fine-tuned”, on
A1. Pretraining the level-agnostic baseline model
yielded improvements in terms of BLEU for A1
and A2 and only for A2 in terms of SARI.

When evaluating our labeled models with SARI,
we could see improvements over the performance
of the baselines for all models. Generally, SARI
scores suggest that pretraining is especially effec-
tive when combined with labeling on levels A2
and B1. On A1, the simple labeling approach
of “APA+capito multi” remained the most effec-
tive. It yielded an improvement of 6.86 points
over the baseline. The best model for A2 and B1
was “APA+capito multi fine-tuned”, which yielded
SARI scores improved between 5.49 (A2) and 7.55
(B1).

An analysis of the copying behaviour of the dif-
ferent models can be found in Table 5. The stan-
dard fine-tuned model generally had the strongest
tendency to copy the source, however, the addition
of copy labels significantly reduced the number
of copied segments. This was also true for the
non-pretrained model variants. Furthermore, the
number of undesired copies (where source and ref-
erence are not identical) decreased with the use of
copy labels (percentage decreases as indicated in
Table 5). This was true for both the generic and the
pretrained models. In general, the models tended
to produce more copies for higher CEFR levels,
which was consistent with the training data: In B1,
or even A2, shorter segments are more often identi-
cal to their standard German counterparts than in
A1.

Table 6 shows two examples of how the mod-
els with copy labels can avoid source copies. For
both samples, “APA+capito multi fine-tuned” sim-
ply copies the input. “APA+capito multi fine-tuned
copy” avoids this by using two different strategies.
In the first example, it produces a segment with
different structure and content, which is related to
the source segment thematically. Such outputs are
common across all models and can be seen as a
result from the many-to-many nature of alignment
for ATS and the elaborations that are common in
text simplification. In the second example, the
model produces a shorter simplification by remov-
ing some of the information present in the source
segment. This ellipsis is another common phe-
nomenon in text simplification.

The performance and copying behaviour of the
“APA multi” model cannot be directly compared to
the other models because it was trained on differ-
ent data (exclusively the APA corpus) and uses a
different test set.

4 Discussion

Comparing our results to Säuberli et al. (2020),
whose experiments are similar to ours in terms of
scope and data, it is clear that our baseline models
are already quite strong. We find that source-side
labels for target language levels generally improve
BLEU and SARI scores and that the same is true
for pretraining and fine-tuning. Interestingly, com-
bining labels and pretraining results in lower gains
in both metrics on A1 for the model without copy
labels, indicating that these two approaches cannot
always simply be combined. We also note that the
scores on CEFR level A2 did not profit as much
from the different strategies and we were not able
to improve over the pretrained baseline model in
terms of BLEU by using labels. We attribute this to
the relatively large amount of training data for A2,
meaning that specifically dealing with this low re-
source setting was not needed for this CEFR level.
On the other hand, A1 and B2, for both of which
there was substantially less data, benefit from la-
beling and pretraining.

Regarding the copying behaviour, we note higher
numbers of direct source copies on the higher
CEFR levels. We attribute this to the fact that sim-
plifications on these higher levels typically tend
to be closer to the original text in terms of lexical
and syntactic complexity. This means that there
are more standard language segments without any
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Model BLEU A1 BLEU A2 BLEU B1

APA multi 15.2 12.3

Baseline 13.4 14.4 16.3
Baseline fine-tuned 13.5 14.9 15.7

APA+capito multi 14.2 14.1 17.2
APA+capito multi copy 14.0 14.0 15.2
APA+capito multi fine-tuned 13.9 14.2 17.5
APA+capito multi copy fine-tuned 14.3 12.4 13.9

Table 3: BLEU scores of the different models. The APA multi model was trained and evaluated on different data
and is not comparable to the rest of the models.

Model SARI A1 SARI A2 SARI B1

APA multi 42.04 40.73

Baseline 36.26 36.11 34.53
Baseline fine-tuned 36.21 36.99 33.98

APA+capito multi 43.12 41.53 41.81
APA+capito multi copy 43.11 41.52 40.68
APA+capito multi fine-tuned 42.88 41.60 42.08
APA+capito multi copy fine-tuned 42.86 40.86 40.48

Table 4: SARI scores of the different models. The APA multi model was trained and evaluated on different data
and is not comparable to the rest of the models.

need for changes. Furthermore, copy labels are
effective in reducing the number of copies overall
as well as specifically reducing undesired copies
where the reference differs from the source. Since
the model never sees A1, A2 or B1 target labels
where the target is identical to the source, it is less
inclined to produce a copy for these labels at test
time. The qualitative analysis of the copying be-
haviour showed that models with copy labels can
avoid copies by creating thematically related out-
put or by leaving out information present in the
source. It is important to note that with the ex-
ception of BLEU on A1, the copy-labeled models
did not clearly perform better than their counter-
parts in terms of BLEU and SARI. This could be
partly due to the operations just mentioned, which
result in fewer words in common with the source
and conceivably also the reference. Automatic met-
rics provide a good estimate for the quality of the
simplification, however, for a more accurate anal-
ysis, e.g. of the copying, we plan to conduct a
human evaluation in collaboration with the experts
at capito. Also, while SARI was introduced to pun-
ish excessive copying behaviour, it is not clear how
suitable it is for the evaluation of our methods.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We were able to demonstrate the advantages of
different approaches to German multi-level ATS.
We established strong baselines on a generic sim-
plification task across all CEFR levels and were
able to further boost model performance for spe-
cific levels of simplification using source-side la-
bels and a pretraining/fine-tuning strategy. We
tested fine-tuning with labeled multi-level models.
These approaches were generally more effective on
the CEFR levels where we had more limited data,
suggesting that they are especially useful in low-
resource scenarios. We also investigated the use
of copy labels at training time to mark segments
where source and target segments are identical. At
test time, this resulted in a lower number of copies
overall and especially in the number of instances
where the references differs from the source. This
suggests that copy labels are a valid tool to reduce
undesired copying behaviour in text simplification,
though their influence on the quality of the output
can likely only be determined by human evaluation.

Further work will be conducted on a more ad-
vantageous combination of the two approaches of
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Model # A1 # A1* % Undesired A1 # A2 # A2* % Undesired A2 # B1 # B1* % Undesired B1

APA multi 4 3 75.00% 2 1 50.00%

APA+capito multi 58 47 81.03% 60 44 73.34% 99 75 75.76%
APA+capito multi copy 39 31 79.49% 36 25 69.45% 69 52 75.36%
APA+capito multi fine-tuned 62 50 80.65% 74 59 79.73% 107 83 77.57%
APA+capito multi copy fine-tuned 35 27 77.14% 34 24 70.59% 57 42 73.68%

Table 5: The number of source copies produced by the models. Columns marked with an asterisk only count copies
where the source is different from the reference (i.e., undesired copies). The APA multi model was trained and
evaluated on different data and is not comparable to the rest of the models.

Model German English

Source Lernen von der Natur! Learning from nature!
APA+capito multi
fine-tuned

Lernen von der Natur! Learning from nature!

APA+capito multi
fine-tuned copy

Wie funktioniert der Austausch von
Wissen?

How does the exchange of knowledge
work?

Source Die praktische Fahrradprüfung findet
im Grazer Verkehrsgarten im Stadtpark
statt.

The practical bicycle test takes place in
the Graz traffic garden in the city park.

APA+capito multi
fine-tuned

Die praktische Fahrradprüfung findet
im Grazer Verkehrsgarten im Stadtpark
statt.

The practical bicycle test takes place in
the Graz traffic garden in the city park.

APA+capito multi
fine-tuned copy

Die praktische Fahrradprüfung findet
im Grazer Verkehrsgarten statt.

The practical bicycle test takes place in
the Graz traffic garden.

Table 6: Model simplification examples (level A2) comparing the two fine-tuned models with labels in cases where
“APA+capito multi fine-tuned” simply copies the source segment. The source is identical to the simplification
produced by “APA+capito multi fine-tuned” shown here.

labeling and pretraining with the goal of moving
away from systems specialized in simplifying a sin-
gle CEFR level and arriving at a single system with
state-of-the-art performance in all CEFR levels.
We will also conduct further experiments aimed
at refining the ability of an NMT model to make a
distinction between desired and undesirable copies.
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A Model Hyperparameters

Hyperparameter Value

architecture transformer
seed 1
patience 10
optimized metric BLEU
batch type word
batch size 2048
update frequency 2
optimizer adam
max length 95:95
label smoothing 0.3
vocab 20k
layers 5:5
model size 512:512
heads 4:4
ff 2048
dropout attention 0.1
dropout-act 0.0
dropout-prepost 0.1
embedding dropout 0.3
positional embeddings fixed
initial lr 0.0002
learning-rate-reduce-factor 0.9
learning-rate-scheduler plateau-reduce
init xavier
init-scale 3.0
init-xavier-factor-type avg

Table 7: Model hyperparameters.


